
Precision Disposal Opens Another Branch in
Boca Raton FL

Rapidly Expanding Dumpster Company, Precision Disposal, Opens Yet Another Brach In Boca Raton FL

BOCA RATON, FL, USA, September 20, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Precision Disposal and a

rapidly expanding player in the roll-off dumpster and waste management business. Precision

Disposal has opened several branches within its first 18 months in business, and here comes

another. 

Boca Raton Dumpsters by Precision Disposal is the newest branch to come online for this fast

past, customer-centric company that is leading the way for all companies to follow in the way of

their commitment to the client experience being transparent, honest, and frictionless.

Precision Disposal started in Massachusetts and expanded in January to Port St Lucie Florida.

Since then, they have serviced clients from Miami, to Melbourne along the east coast and all the

way to Tampa on the west, and everywhere in between. Precision Disposal has earned well over

100 reviews combined at its various locations in just a few short months and is rapidly becoming

the first call for emergency services and contractors. Precision Disposal has been helping

homeowners, contractors, and other B2B services since inception including a few national

vendors, and they keep coming back, asking for more and in new areas.

Boca Raton will be that new area. Boca Raton is a strategically positioned base for Precision

Disposal, giving them serviceability to the southernmost parts of Florida. 

This branch is owned and operated by Domenic Maiorca- a long-time Boca resident whose family

has also set down roots here in the last 5-10 years.

Precision Disposal will, as with its other markets, will rapidly become the premier choice for a

dumpster rental Boca Raton and the remainder of the east coast!

Why rent a dumpster? The needs and uses of a dumpster vary quite a bit due to their versatility

and wide variety of sizes- Quoting Nick Bennett (Founder of Precision Disposal) from a previous

interview released on 9/7/2022 –“ A roll-off dumpster rental has a wide variety of uses, from

hoarder house cleanouts to emergency services as well, Bennett continues “Often open top

dumpsters are used as an emergency service for large box stores when they have

freezer/refrigerator malfunctions and they need to properly dispose of spoiled food waste to

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.precisiondisposal.us
https://www.precisiondisposal.us/fl/boca-raton
https://www.precisiondisposal.us/fl/boca-raton


protect their patrons” According to Nick- Precision Disposal has stepped up big time in this

department serving national clients like Walmart, Target, Sam’s Club Stop and Shop and more

with their quick response times and reliable services. Nick elaborates: “ …being fast is a huge

part of who we are and what we do, today’s world requires speed to meet demand, but I think

we have been most successful simply because we answer the phone, we are armed with

answers and solutions to solve our client's problems, and we actually do what we say we will,

when we will, Precision Disposal ™ is someone our clients can count on.” EIN Presswire

9/7/2022

After speaking with Nick and Jesse, Co-owners of Precision Disposal Corporate, it is easy to see

why they are experiencing such rapid growth and success- they are both committed to the

objectives the business was originally set out to do, blow clients away with unmatched customer

service, communication, transparency and trustworthiness. They have goals and aspirations to

now bring this model to business-minded individuals who are looking to start their own business

by delivering Precision Disposals business model in the framework of a franchise model so they

can continue to grow and expand while providing a a proven “vehicle” for a franchise owner to

follow to get success and out of their 9-5.

You can learn more about Precision Disposal at www.precisiondisposal.us and read about their

new branch in Boca Raton at www.precisiondisposal.us/fl/boca-raton

Nick J Bennett

Precision Digital Solutions LLC.
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